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® FX: GOE 158-1-5

Luminaire: PMS 408 C

Long-Term Contribution
Milled from solid copper and brass 

the CR is engineered to make a long 

term contribution to any fine project. 

Specify on winery chateaux, resorts 

or residential projects where the 

owner values products that are built 

for the ages.

Compare FX copper luminaires  

with any other, and you will find a 

dramatic difference in quality of  

materials, precision of fit and  

consistency of finish.

Note: This fixture is designed for 

up lighting only.

the finest small  
sCale uP light 

The FX Luminaire CR fills the 

need for a more subtle light 

source.

We have engineered a white 

reflector to soften the output 

providing the benefit of the 

long life of a halogen without 

overpowering the space with 

light. The bi-pin lamp in the CR 

provides a mellow, even neutral 

light output.

This luminaire is an excellent 

choice for shadowing or back-

lighting small plants. When  

used with the clear lens  

positioned 8-12" from a stucco 

wall, the CR will produce its 

signature elliptical scallop light 

pattern. This elegant technique 

is effective even without plants 

in the foreground because it 

breaks up the static lines of an 

otherwise plain straight wall.

Cr-10, Cr-20
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ORDERING INFORMATION
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® FX: GOE 158-1-5

Luminaire: PMS 408 C

FACTORY INSTALLED OPTIONS:  Order 1 + 2 + 3 (optional) + 4  

FIXTURE CODE LAMP CODE SHIELD OPTIONS FINISH OPTIONS

1 Cr 2 10 (10,000 Hr Xenon) 3 Gs (Glare Shield) 4 XX (see options to right)

20 (5,000 Hr Xenon)

10H (2,000 Hr Halogen)

20H (2,000 Hr Halogen)

CR: Up Light

The CR includes your choice of Xenon or Halogen lamp, clear lens and copper finish. All CR up lights 
come standard with the Super Slot Spike. Field Installed Options must be ordered separately and will 
come in a separate box.

EXAMPLE:  CR-20H-GS-NP = CR - 20 W Halogen - Glare Shield - Nickel Plate Finish 
 250015260000 = Hex Baffle

MEtaLs

CU = Copper

NP = Nickel Plate

< GLARE SHIELD

FIELD INSTALLED OPTIONS:  Order Individually   

GLARE CONTROL CODE LENS CODE MOUNTING OPTIONS

Hex Baffle (250015260000) Frosted (250015170000) sss (Super Slot Spike, 2" x 10") 6

recessor ring (RRMR16) spread (250013550000) Lss (Long Slot Spike, 2.5" x 10")

solite spread (250015240000) sJ (Super J-Box, 2.5" x 12")

Dichroic Peach (250015230000 PM (Post Mount, 2.5" x 13")

Dichroic Blue (250015200000) 

Dichroic Green (250015210000) 

Dichroic red (250015220000) 

Light Blue (250015190000) 

Light Green (250015180000) 

SSS LSS SJ-XX** PM-XX** ** Denotes powdercoat finish


